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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 5/10
Item ID: BRY7001N
EAN: 653341682307
Size: 319 x 39 x 219 mm
Weight: 1170 g

Recommended price

999 SEK

Features

Wireless Bluetooth Keyboard (Nordic Version)
Lightweight Aluminum Body
0-160° Viewing Angles
Adjustable Backlit Keys
Touchpad with Multi-Touch Gesture Recognition
Available with integrated SSD storage

AN UNPARALLELED TYPING EXPERIENCE
Real tactile typing with the feel, sound, and response you expect. A full keyboard, with 3-level backlit
keys, and long battery life. Get a true laptop experience, with the versatility of a Surface Pro tablet.

TRUE LAPABILITY  ... ANYWHERE
Brydge 12.3 brings lapability to the forefront. Solid hinge without the need of the kickstand. A true
laptop-like experience.  Simply open the screen to the perfect angle from 0-160 degrees with the
patented hinge design, and get the most out of your Surface Pro.

PRECISION GLASS TOUCHPAD
Minimal effort and maximum accuracy touch aftertouch. Multiple finger inputs and multi-touch gestures
are a breeze. Everything you do on it feels natural and intuitive.

PRECISION-ENGINEERED
Designed with the same dimensions, texture, and form of the Surface Pro. Beauty meets strength with
a light, but strong body, giving you the premium feel you deserve and expect. Lighter than a Surface
Book when paired with the Microsoft Surface Pro, the Brydge 12.3 weighs just 23 ounces, for a
beautifully seamless experience you'll see and feel.

Please Note: We highly recommend you remove any non-Brydge screen protector from your Surface
prior to attaching the Brydge keyboard, to prevent undue pressure and potential damage to the screen
when inserted into the hinges.

OPTIONAL EXPANDED STORAGE
128GB or 256GB High-Speed SSD

Available with an integrated High-Speed SSD card (up to 600mb/s), the Brydge 12.3 Pro 128 and Pro
256 models offer the power user that little bit extra. Providing added flexibility of an external hard drive
without the inconvenience of an additional device. Connect via the included Micro-USB cable.

3-LEVEL BACKLIT KEYS - VISIBILITY IN ANY LIGHT
?LED-backlit keys that provide a consistent and confident typing experience in low to no light
conditions.

Three levels of light to meet your visibility needs, and allowing you to control your workspace...
wherever that may be.

Compability 

Surface Pro
Surface Pro 3 
Surface Pro 6
Surface Pro 7
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